History of Nuclear Power Cooperation between France and Japan and N-20

1962: 1st Nuclear Technology Conference between France and Japan, Tokyo, co-sponsored by ATEN, France and JAIF, Japan. In the 4-day conference, 50 French experts participated. (Mr. M. Pascal, Director General, CEA et al.)

1964: 2nd Nuclear Technology Conference between France and Japan, Paris, co-sponsored by ditto

1970: France-Japan Joint Prospect for Uranium Starts in Niger, Africa. This is Japan's sole example of successful joint prospect project.

1970: Japan Contracted Natural Uranium Supply from France for the first time.

1971: Japan Started Construction of its First Reprocessing Plant at Tokai under the Technical Cooperation of France (Detailed Design and so son)

1974: Japan Made the 1st Contract with France for Uranium Enrichment Services.

1977: Ten Japanese Electric Utilities Made a Reprocessing Contract with COGEMA

1978: President Carter of the U.S. Set Forth Reprocessing Ban Policy
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